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Instructions : (1) Keeping in mind the marks allotted answer to the questions. 

   (2) Right side numbers indicate marks of the question. 

 

1. (A) Write about concept of Human development. 14 

                 OR 

  Write about Factors affecting Growth and Development. 

 (B) Answer in short : (any four) 4 

  (1) Which is the fundamental unit of heredity ? 

  (2) How does the physical development occurs ? 

  (3) What does brings qualitative change. 

  (4) What is supplementary food for infant ? 

  (5) What is Development ? 

  (6) What is Growth ? 

 

2. (A) Write about factors affecting during prenatal period. 14 

                        OR 

  Write about need and care of a child during childhood. 

 (B) Short Questions : (any four out of six) 4 

  (1) What is social development ? 

  (2) How many stages of Human Development ? 

  (3) Write care of new born ? 

  (4) Which is the important factor of mental development ? 

  (5) What is the need for social development of child ? 

  (6) What do the children do regularly ? 
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3. (A) Write about changes occurring in body during adolescence. 14 

                      OR 

  Explain school’s role in overall development of a children. 

 (B) Short questions : (Any three out of five) 3 

  (1) Which is the best period of life ? 

  (2) What is the first condition for living easy and successful life ? 

  (3) What age a child starts speaking some words ? 

  (4) What type of activities education and culture ? 

  (5) From which Latin word Adulthood is derived ? 

 

4. (A) Write about the difficulties during old age with their remedies. 14 

                     OR 

  Write about need and care during period of Adulthood. 

 (B) Short questions : (any three out of six) 3 

  (1) What is Philosophy of life ? 

  (2) What is mental health ? 

  (3) What is full form of WHO ? 

  (4) What is Frustration ? 

  (5) What is Rationalisation ? 
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